
Boba, bubble tea, pearl tea – whichever name you prefer to call it – is all the rage right now in the U.S. with 
over 8000 restaurants & stores selling boba related drinks. The boba scene changes immensely year to year, 
from the unique recipes & topping varieties, to the wonderful atmosphere of these stores. One has to wonder 
– what is all the hype about?

Boba, also known as “tapioca balls” are derived from the starch of the cassava root.  When prepared perfectly, 
boba becomes sweet, chewy and translucent with a gummy-like texture. It is added to tea based drinks or 
even as toppings on desserts, making this the perfect option for those who like variety and customization. It is 
essentially a dessert and beverage all in one cup! 

The most important aspect of a good bubble tea drink is using quality supplies available, and that is our 
mission at Lollicup® USA. We founded Tea Zone® products, an extensive line of high-quality bubble tea and 
beverage ingredients, supplying thousands of products to juice bars, quick service restaurants and cafes. 
We also offer weekly classes to our customers from all over the U.S., teaching them the correct way to make 
boba, as well as tutorials on new recipes. We make it our mission to spread the love of bubble tea and provide 
our customers with high-quality beverage ingredients whether you are a big food service provider or small 
neighborhood café. 

Interested in learning more about boba tea beverage and supplies? Come visit us at the NRA show in Chicago, 
IL from May 16-19. We will be showcasing new items along with boba sampling. 
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stop By and say hello at our nra Booth 1673!  


